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What  is IoT ?
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Source: https://www.statista.com



What is IoT 
Botnet ?



What is IoT 
Botnet ? 
(Cont.)



Who’s Attacking Whom? Realtime Attack Trackers

https://www.fireeye.com/cyber-map/threat-map.html

https://www.fireeye.com/cyber-map/threat-map.html


Who’s Attacking Whom? Realtime Attack Trackers
(Cont.)

https://www.fortinet.com/fortiguard/threat-intelligence/threat-map.html

https://www.fortinet.com/fortiguard/threat-intelligence/threat-map.html


Who’s Attacking Whom? Realtime Attack Trackers
(Cont.)

https://horizon.netscout.com/

https://horizon.netscout.com/


Mirai Botnet 

• Mirai is a self-propagating malware that infects
smart devices that run on multiple different
processor architectures (x86, ARM, Sparc, PowerPC,
Motorola) , turning them into a network of remotely
controlled bots or zombies. This network of bots,
called a botnet, is often used to launch DDoS attacks.

• The Mirai botnet code infects poorly protected
internet devices by using telnet to find those that
are still using their factory default username and
password.



Mirai Botnet  
(Cont.)

• Based on data analysis collected from
honeypots, attacks on IoT devices are usually
not sophisticated, but stealth-like, as users
might not even notice their devices are being
exploited.

• The malware family behind 39% of attacks -
Mirai - is capable of using exploits, meaning that
these botnets can slip through old, unpatched
vulnerabilities to the device and control it.
Another technique is password brute-forcing



Mirai Attack 
vectors (Cont.)
DDoS  Attack

Source : cloudflare, 2018

https://www.cloudflare.com/

Unconventional DDos (From Arbor
Networks global DDoS report) DDoS
attacks usually: 65% volumetric, 18%
TCP state, 18% application attacks
Mirai: 33% volumetric, 32% TCP
state, 34% application attacks
Limited reflection/amplification
attacks, 2.8% reflection attacks,
mostly just SYN along with a few ACK
and GRE IP attacks.



Why Mirai
Botnet gains 
popularity ?  

Krebs on Security (Blog):
- 623 Gbps DDoS attack (largest publicly disclosed)
Dyn (DNS Provider): 
Disrupted name resolution for clients including Amazon, Github, Netflix, Paypal, 
Reddit. - 21 short lived (25s) attacks then two sustained 1 and 5 hour long 
Lonestar (Telecom Operator): 
341 attacks - most targeted victim by attack account - claims that Mirai substantially 
deteriorated Liberia’s overall Internet connectivity



Marai Global 
Distribution 



How Mirai
works?

• Scanning

The Mirai scans the internet  for IoT  devices 
that have TCP port 23 or 2323  which is a telnet  
protocol. 

• Brute force dictionary attack

The Mirai does brut force attacks on  the devices 
by using their factory default username and 
password. 

• Infection 

Once the virus is loaded into memory on the BoT
it deletes itself from the BoT’s disk.



How Mirai works?
Cont.



Mirai Attack vectors

Brute force DDoS



Mirai Attack vectors (Cont.)
Brute force

A brute force attack is an attempt
to crack a password or username
or find a hidden web page, or find
the key used to encrypt a
message, using a trial and error
approach and hoping, eventually,
to guess correctly. This is an old
attack method, but it's still
effective and popular with
hackers.

Source (kaspersky)



Mirai Attack vectors (Cont.)
DDoS-based Attacks

TCP SYN Flooding

VSE

DNSGRE UDPGRE Ethernet

Plain UDP TCP STOMP GRE IP

HTTP Flooding TCP ACK Flooding



Mirai
Adaptation/Variants

Mirai Source code:
https://github.com/
jgamblin/Mirai-
Source-Code

• Updated from IP-based to domain-based 

• Deletion of executing binary and obfuscation of 
process ID

• More username/password pairs 

• Closing of infection ports TCP/23 and TCP/2323 
Aggressive killing of competitive malware 

https://github.com/jgamblin/Mirai-Source-Code


How to 
Defend 
Against Mirai
Botnets DDoS 
Attacks ?

Basic security practices like NOT using 
default passwords and limiting remote 
access 

Automatic Updates 

Out-of-band notifications 

Mechanisms for End-of-life of devices



Analyzing
Marai Botnet

Available datasets

• https://ieee-dataport.org/open-access/iot-
network-intrusion-dataset

• https://iotanalytics.unsw.edu.au/

• https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/detectio
n_of_IoT_botnet_attacks_N_BaIoT#

https://ieee-dataport.org/open-access/iot-network-intrusion-dataset
https://iotanalytics.unsw.edu.au/
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/detection_of_IoT_botnet_attacks_N_BaIoT


Analyzing  Marai Botnet (Cont.)
Available datasets
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